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" ... to explore thoroughly the Scriptures and their
meaning ; . . . to understand as fully as possible the
world in which the church lives and has her mission;
... to pro vi de a ve hicle for communicating the mean•
in g of God's Word to our contemporary
world."
-EDITORIAL
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EDITORIALS

Dr. So-and-so

An observation made recently by Wayne
Jac kson in th e First Century Christian
[ April , I 969 } is wo rth notin g:
A co nsidera ble numb er of br ethr en are
obt aining th e D octor of Phil oso phy degree ( Ph .D .) , and such is a co mplim ent
to many of th em . Th ey a re ju stly proud
of the wor k accompli shed and have th e
perfec t right to wea r th e titl e in cert ain
circles , but we suggest th at th e calling of
attention to th at degree in co nnection
with th eir wo rk as pr eachers is out of
place. Wh at do we mea n advertising our
pr eachers as "Dr. - - -, of th e Chur ch of
Chri st," as some are do ing? In academic
areas, th ey may be Doc to rs, but as
pr eachers of th e N ew · T estament , they
are not!
We would like to think th at a man who
has ea rn ed a doctora l degree would have
enough sense not to th row th e we ight of his
degree aro und in th e pulpit. H e, above all,
should know th at most doc tora l progra ms
are des igned to pr epare o ne for academic
teac hin g and scholar ly resea rch-n ot for
th e mini stry. A m an who has a doctora l
degree is not necessa rily an effective
pr eacher ; and co nversely, an effectiv e
preac her is not necessa rily cut out to be an
aca demic teach er and scholar.
Th e problem is most likely to be located
amo ng well-int enti oned br ethr en who thin k
th at it is goo d publi c relations and goo d
adver tising to use th eir pr eac her's doc tora l
degree prom otionally. It may be tru e,
es pecially in certa in urb an areas, th at th e
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fact th at a preac her has a doctora l degree
will att rac t some peo ple, eve n as a bea utiful buil d ing o r love ly singing may att ra ct.
But it is prob ably also true th at such att ention given to the pr eacher's degree will
repel others and contri '.mt e to th e b ackl as h
of anti-int ellectu alism . It may also, as
Wayne Jac kson observes , fos ter clericalism .
div idin g th e "cle rgy" from th e " laity." Ev en
if th e pro motional use of the doctora l degree
is well intended as a " mea ns" to a good
end , one may gu estion wheth er thi s
" mea ns" to a goo d end is ap pro pri ate- and
it may even be dangero us.
A final ob servation : th e attention given
to th e preac her's doctora l degree is sympt omatic of th e fac t th at for many church es
th e actu al purp ose of th e L ord 's D ay
asse mbl y is not "to br eak br ea d" ( cf . Act s
20 :7 ) but to hea r a goo d serm on . It is
often th e case th at th e Sund ay asse mbl y
is jud ged in such term s as , "Was n't th at a
goo d (o r bad ) se rmo n!" not "Wasn't it
thrillin g to wors hip God! " Wh eth er th e
serm on is an old- fashioned hell-fire-andbrim stone ora tion or a lea rn ed lectur e by
a doc to r, th e o pportunit y fo r th e church
to celeb ra te what God has done for us in
Christ is thereby limit ed .
Th ere is a place for fiery ora tion s.
lea rned lectur es and th e like. And , certainly, it is poss ible for a Lord 's D ay
serm o n to contribut e to and be ex press ive
of our wo rshipful response to God in
Chri st . But th e pr eac her needs to be careful
not to get in th e way. And if th e pr eacher
3

happens to be Dr. So-and-so , it may be
especially tempting for him to get in the

way-either
by his own doing , or by the
doing of others .
-RBW

Sunrise, Sunset
What are we to mak e of the fact th at the
Bible speaks of the sun rising ( Genesis
19:23 ; 32 :31; Exodus 22:3; etc .) and the
sun going down (Genesis 15:12 ; 28:11 ;
Exodu s 17:12 ; etc.)? Mo st of us have
lea rned in school and elsewhere that th e
sun do es not rise or go down , but th at the
ear th revolves.
There are severa l possibilities to consider :
( 1 ) The Bible is right and science is
wrong. Howev er, this is -a somewh at difficult po sition for people such as astron auts
who claim to have observed the changing
position s of the ear th and the relatively
station ary position of the sun .
(2) The Bible was right-the
sun did
rise and set on variou s occasions in the
past-but
tod ay science is right: the ear th
revolves. If God is all powerful , surely he
could mak e the sun rise and set when he
pleases. How ever, passages such as Exodus
22 : 3 suggest th at sunrises are expected to
happen regularly and naturall y; but , of
course , th at may be merely a matter of the
Old Law.
( 3) Th e language of the Bible concerning "sunri ses" and "sun sets" is not scientific
langu age, but rather it is figurativ e langu age
which most people in that day would readily
und erstand . Th e probl em with this appro ach
is th at there is no hint in the biblical material itself that "sunri se" and "s unset" was
meant to be figurative , rather th an litera l.
The on ly basis for calling thi s language
figurative is our contemporary scientific
theory th at the ea rth revolves. Ind eed, there
is much mor e evidence that ancient man
und ers tood th e sun litera lly to rise in the
4

east, cross the sky and set in the west ( compare Psalm 19: 6) . This litera l und erstanding
led to spec ulation on the question of how
the sun got back in the eas t the next morning; one suggestion was th at there was a
subt erran ean tunn el-th e first subway . If it
says what it mea ns and mea ns what it says,
then Abram slept when the sun was going
down ( Genesis 15: 12 ) . Period .
Each possibility carries with it its own
problems-problems
of language, culture,
science and ultim ately our concept of the
natur e of the Bible.
Suppose-for
the sake of argumentthat it is tru e th at the ear th revolves and
that God wanted to use scientifically accurate language. He might have said, "As the
earth was revolving so that the horizon
obsc ured the sun , a sleep fell on Abram "
( cp . Genesis 15 : 12). Who would und erstand it? How could an ancient Israe lite
unders tand any reference to the ea rth
revolving at a time when all men- as far
as we know-assumed
that the earth was
stationary and that the sun moved? To their
ears and mind s, such scientific language,
even if tru e, would be nons ense; it would
not communicate.
Or suppo se- aga in for the sake of argument-th at God wanted to reveal something
tod ay. Suppo se he inspired someone to
write , "As the sun was going down , a deep
sleep fell on Pr esident Ni xon." Would we
say th at God was inaccurat e in referring to
the sun "going down, " or would we say that
he was em ploying, not scientific language,
but common language. Although we may
acce pt the fact th at the ear th_ revolves, we
(Co ntinu ed on page 8)
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A SOCIAL

POSTURE

Kingdom Ethics
MELVIN

l

J . POWNALL

The search for a social ethic grounded
firmly in the New Testament can be both
rewarding and frustrating. irregardless of
the frustrations, however , the New Testament must be the primary source for the
Christian in such an effort. The rewards
not only accompany the grappling with
problems in the stimulation of thought but
often come as the result of actually finding
solutions to difficulties . The frustrations , on
the other hand , appear more numerous
than the rewards-due,
perhaps, to the
complexity of modern society. This complexity-and
the resulting confusion-is
often a deterent to many to continue the
search. Prayer and patience must underlie
and bolster the quest.
Tension is the word which probably best
describes the Christian life with regard to
social ethics. The Christian is aware that
he is a citizen of only one of the nations
of this world (which poses problems in
itself) but that primarily his citizenship is
in heaven (Philippians 3:20).
Further
straining the situation is the fact that even
though Christians are in this world, Jesus
says that they are not of the world (John
17 : 14). Christians may be further puzzled
by the command to be "subject to the
higher powers" (Romans 13: 1) which is

countered by the charge to obey God rather
than man ( Acts 5: 29) . This tension may
create doubt and contribute to the hesitancy
of some Christians to exist from the cloister
of the way things have always been done
into a fuller life of service.

. . relationship

to God

In seeking a basis for a Christian social
posture, it would seem logical first to be
aware of one's relationship to God. Citizenship in God 's kingdom must be considered
a reality and must receive priority in any
list of loyalties , based on the words of the
Master: "Seek ye first the kingdom of God"
(Matthew 6:33) . Beginning at this point
one at least has a basic guideline to moral
and social conduct even though specific
content may not yet appear.
Membership in the kingdom at present,
of course, would be denied as a possible
basis for Christian ethics by some contemporary viewpoints. E. Clinton Gardner, for
example, takes the position that Jesus
expected the Kingdom of God to be consummated in his near future, 1 and that the
entire social structure would soon be completely overthrown by this catastrophic
intervention of God , which, of course, did

MELVIN J. POWNALL is a form er missionary in Ital y and is currently a mini ster for th e Sonoma
Avenu e Chur ch of Christ in Santa Rosa, California.
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r
not occur. And since the eschatological age
would come cras hing into histor y at any
moment , it is alleged that Jesus set up only
an interim ethic until th at mom ent arrived .
It is not surpri sing, Gardn er point s out ,
th at Jesus did not spell out the implication s
of his teaching s for social reform ation because "he shared the eschatologic al expectation s of his Jewish contempora ,·ies." ~
What on e has then in the teaching s of
Jesus, accordi ~g to this view, is only an
interim or emergency ethic . Several con sideration s seem to militate against this view.
Fir st, if the end were then near, one
wond ers why Jesus was so conc erned with
and spent so much time cond emning the
existing institution al religion of his day.
Why not ju st forget it as he is purport ed to
have don e rega rdin g social ethic s becau se
of his own eschatological expectation s? Thi s
salient featur e of his preachin g revea ls an
incon sistency between the eschatologic al
view and his message which is so glaring
as to rend er the " interim ethic " theory
un acceptable. Th e fact th at Jesus Chri st,
the Son of God , said th at the kingdom was
"a t hand" (M atth ew 4 : 17 ), th at some of
his hea rers would see it com e with power
in their lifetime (M ark 9: 1) and th en
imply th at his word was not fulfilled is to
make him an un safe guide, not only in this
specific case but in any point . When Jesus
did not know something , he said so (M atthew 24 : 36) ; and he also said th at if thing s
were not like he said they were, he would
have told his disciples (John 14 :2) . Furth er, if what he proph esied had not com e
to pass, even his most ardent followers
would have accused him of being a false
prophet (D euteronomy 18 : 20-22) .
In addition , William Lillie points out
that "while much of Jesus' moral teaching
ha s an eschatologic al background . . . th at
teaching doe s not commonly use the language of the cont emporar y apocalypses," 3
the inference being that Jesus did not
necessarily expect his followers to accept
curr ent apocalyptic views. Lillie furth er
ob serves th at much of the Sermon on the
6

Mount includ es teaching s for a settled
community and th at Paul teaches that the
best way to prepare for apocalyptic events
which appea r immin ent is to perform
faithfull y one's daily duti es rath er th an
adoptin g an emergency ethic .
But because the kingdom of God is
" righteou sness and peace and joy in th e
Holy Spirit " ( Rom ans 14 : 17) , there is no
logical nor scriptu ra l reason to doubt its
present existence. Th ese fruit s of God 's
grace are all available now in Chri st ( Philippians 3 :9 ; Eph esians 2 : 13-14 ; Galatians
5 : 22 ) and have been since the gift of the
indwelling Spirit of God was made available on the day of Pentecost (Act s 2 :38)
to all who obey the Lord (Act s 5 : 32 ).
Some mod ern views, while proj ecting an
ambiguity concerning the existence of the
kingdom now , nonetheless do strengthen
the emph asis on kingdom priority herein
encou raged . George F . Thom as, for example, says th at we should pray for God 's
kingdom to com e and yet he insists that a
Christian mu st "see k to live as a member
of it and bring oth ers to it during his life
on ea rth ." ' We share this latter viewpoint.

. . the world and the kingdom
In establishing kingdom ethics, however ,
one must be aware of the cleavage which
exists between the kingdom of God and the
world (J ames 4 :4 ; John 15 : 19 ) . Ev en
though it is evident that in carrying out the
Gr eat Commi ssion (M atth ew 28: 18-20)
one must be motiv ated by love for peopl e,
nowh ere are Chri stians comm anded to " love
th e world ." (God may have graciou sly
withh eld the precarious risk of human
beings trying to differentiate betw een th e
"world " of God 's cre atur es who are the
object s of his love, even though the y may
have missed the mark (sinned ) and the
"world " of evil in which we are immerged .)
Thi s cleavage denotes the basis of tension
previously mention ed. Tension, however ,
need not be con sidered the ulcer-producing
criminal it is repr esented as being. It
MISSIO N

Kingdom

citizenship

from
on adventurous
should be seen as a healthy indicator that
we are " alive unto God"; for when the
tension between the world and the kingdom
disappears , it may mean that we have
succumbed to worldly principles . Love of the
world , then , in a certain sense, must remain
the preogative of the Father. On the other
hand , the Christian is charged to "love the
brotherhood " (I Peter 2: 17 )-the
kingdom . The world and the brotherhood-the
world and the kingdom-are
not the same
things. The world is not a part of the kingdom . fn fact, the kingdom is taken "out of"
the world and is separated by the sanctifying sacrifice of Christ on the cross .

. . back into the world
The paradox of this situation appears
to be that once sanctified , the Christian is
sent back into the world by God . He is to
invade the world "out of" which he came
and transform it. In view of this mission ,
kingdom priority is essential as a basis for
Christian social ethics because apart from
a God-based , Christ-centered ethic, one
might question the value of being "ethical."
Apart from a transcendent revelation of
God in the kingdom-values propounded by
Christ , on what humanistic basis could one
justify sensitive concern that the poor be
aided, that the ghettos be dissolved or for
the fact that six million Jews were exterminated during World War TI? Who could
say that joy , rather than anguish , over
these conditions was not "right"? Why
would the "survival of the fittest"-ethicist
or the "just a coincidence" creation-ethicist
really need to mourn over these conditions?
In the absence of a divine , transcendent
standard , would honesty , for example,
really be the best policy? Why is it best,
and best for whom? Whose human approval
JULY
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which

and hopeful

offers

a home-base

one may sally forth

excursions

into society.

shall be the criterion for defining what is
"ethical "?
However , once the necessity of a kingdom priority as a basis for Christian social
ethics has been established and accepted ,
it is time to move out! Cautiously , to be
sure, but move the Christian must. There
is no scriptural command to sit home and
keep house for the Lord . Paul's awareness
of his true citizenship in heaven did not
prevent his activity in the world. The
Christian must seek to colonize society .
Mere complexity of the present social
order should not be sufficient ground for
rendering the Christian a totally-paralyzed
abstainer in the process of social reform .
Complexity should , as should kingdom
citizenship, exercise a braking pressure on
any irresponsible , thoughtless, headlong
plunges into fruitless activities due to shifting social structures . But neither of these
factors should be used to call a complete
halt to the Christian's wholesome influence
in society.
Pessimism must give way to realism .
Kingdom citizenship offers a home-base
from which one may sally forth on adventurous and hopeful excursions into society.
Even though the whole world lies in wickedness ( I John 5: 19), faith in the gospel
as the power of God (Romans 1: 16) and
the knowledge that he that is in us is
greater than he that is in the world (I John
4 : 4) offers grounds for hope and for positive thinking. Citizens of the kingdom must
be aware that God is alive and working in
contemporary history and that they should,
therefore , be ready to cooperate with forces
of social justice. Christians are to do good
to all (men), especially to those of the
household of faith (Galatians 6: 10) , for
"the rich and poor meet together-the
Lord is maker of them all" (Proverbs
7

22 : 2) and he "is kind unto the unthankful
and to the evil" ( Luke 6: 35) .
Doing good to all men today may entail
reac hing them indirectly and collectively
since the human limit ations of time and
energy may prevent direct and personal
contact with each per son. The test of one's
sincerity in expressing faith in the power
and wisdom of kingdom principles may
well be whether he is prepared to translat e
it into personal conduct and acts which
reflect the "do good " attitude of Christ
(Acts 10:38).
Even so, the Christian must not forget
that in this world he is on foreign soil and
that his faulty and limited vision does not
permit him a view of all the kingdoms of
the world. He must be aware that the world
is Satan 's; and, hence , the same principles
of love which function with reduced friction
in the Kingdom of God will rub with
greater
frequency
and more pressure
against contrasting forces in society . Millions of people in this world have no desire
1
2
3

4

E. Clinton Gardn er, Biblical Faith and Social Ethi cs, ( N.'l.: Harp er & Row , 1960), p . 60 .
Ib id., p. 255 .
William Lillie, Studi es in New T estam e11t Ethics, (Philad elphi a: Westminster Press, 1963) , pp.
143-144.
George F . Thomas , Christian Ethics ancl Moral Philosophy , ( N.Y.: Charl es Scribn er's Sons, 1955 ),
p. 217.

Sunrise, Sunset
(Co ntinued from page 4)
can still speak of the "magnificent sunrise"
and the "beautiful sunset"; in fact , we use
such language more often and with more
pregnant meaning th an we use scientific
language ( e.g . " Wasn't that a beautiful
revolution of the earth last night!") .
For most of us this is a trivial matter ;
we can use the biblic al language of sunrises
and sunsets without worrying about scientific theories concerning the revo lution of
8

to be guided by principles from another
world. Even ethicists promoting social reform may desire the change only so they
themselves may benefit and care little for
tho se who will not be benefited. Th e Christian should be aware , too , that in the proces s
of ingrati ating himself with one group, he
may well be alienating himself from another;
and , then, how will he be able to witness to
the other about the saving grace of God in
Christ which, after all, is his ultimate mission?
Probl ems are innumerabl e and while the
sinfuln ess of man must not be ignored as
a powerful deterent to social reform , the
Christian must not be pers uaded that no
good can be done nor that no progr ess can
be made in overcoming social injustices .
If social ju stice is to prevail , it will come
through Christians who offer themselves
not only to speak the unmatchable love of
God , but who also lend themselves as
instruments of righteousness, peace and joy
in an unhappy society .
m

the earth. For the astronauts , it may be a
more serious matter. Suppose an astronaut
is about to tak e off for a trip around the
moon . Suppo se he is told that the timing
for lift-off and re-entry is import ant because of the position of the earth relativ e
to the moon , etc. Further, suppose this
astronaut says that the Bible says that the
sun rises and sets and that he will not
believe the scientific theories which contradict the se biblical statements. My guess is
that his superior will tell him th at he can
believ e whatever he wants, but that , if he
(Co ntinued on page 14)
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In Christ:
Neither Black nor White
JOSEPH F. JONES
Individu al Chri stian men and wom en have
lived in va rious ways and und er differing
circumstances witn essed person ally to the
New Testament theme of oneness in Chri st.
More and more sermons from our pulpit s
declare, " In Chri st there is neither black
nor white ." But as a broth erhood , as tho se
who proclaim themselves the people of
God, we have not witn essed to th e Good
New s th at in Chri st G od removes th ose
sup erficial barriers erected by sin-l aden
men and that he declares all men in Chri st
as on e !
On anoth er occasion , centuri es ago,
God reached down from hea ven and said
to man in his wretch edly divid ed wo rld ,
"l am your God , your F ather, and you are
brothers." Ca n you sense the impact of
th at reve lation on the wo rld of Jesus' day?
Broth ers? Jews and Samaritan s, broth ers?
Masters and slaves, broth ers? Fr ee men and
slaves , brothers? M ale and female, broth ers
and sisters? How can this be?
And the answer is clea r, convincin g and
co nvictin g. "You are broth ers in Christ."
N ow admitt edly, all men by crea tion are
brothers ; and God in a very rea l sense is
their Fa ther. But rising above thi s broth erhood of man and fatherhoo d of God b ased
upo n the first crea tion, the G ood N ews of

God is th at in a most uniqu e sense men can
be broth ers in Chri st. And thi s message
startled the paga n world ; for , while disbelieving in theory, they saw the und eniable
evidence of thi s Chri stian rea lity . Th ey saw
men and women with sharply different
rac ial and religious backgro und s, soci al
clea vages and varyin g economic levels, who ,
having surr end ered to the Lo rd Jesus Chri st,
accepted each other because G od had
already accepted eac h of them ; and the
pagans were made to testify, "How these
Chri stians love eac h other !" How might
the present evil society have witn essed to
o ur Chri stian re lationship s, if we had lovingly and courageo usly accepted each other ,
believing and realizing th at "there is neither
black no r white in Chri st."

.. . Jesus' ministry

and message

Jesus' person al life and mini stry are an
und eniable disclo sur e th at God wills men
to accept their broth erliness . Th e Lord 's
selection of individu als with whom to
associat e or to make as the leading characters in his teaching mu st have ch agrined
and emb ar rassed his disciples constantly ,
while stirring the self-ri ghteo usness, a rroga nce, prid e and pr ejudic e of his enemies .

JOSEP H F . JONE S is th e Academic Vice Presiden t of Mich igan Chri stian College, Rochester, Mich igan . Thi s article is adapt ed from an addr ess giv en at the Race Relation s \Vorkshop h eld at th e
Nor thwest Chur ch of Chri st, Detroit , Michi gan , in Octob er, 1968.
J ULY
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E arly in his mini stry while leav ing Jud ea
for G alilee, he chose the route dir ectly
through Samaria. (Indeed, he could have
trav eled through Tran s-Jord an ; it would
hav e been "ex pedient" to borrow my
brethr en's term s.) And ar riving at the town
of Sych ar, he paused for rest and refreshment. You know the histor y: his encount er
with a Samarit an woman; his daring to
ch allenge social tradition s, racial cleavages
and religiou s barrier s perh aps equaling-if
not exceeding - conditions tod ay boldl y
ex presses his own personal acceptance of
all peo ple as individual s of dignity , worth
and perso nality. Not only his divin e insight
into her pa st marital and moral experiences
but the fact of his acceptance of her as a
person sent her into th e city to testify,
"Co me see this man! "
As the hostility of the scribes, Ph arisees
and Sadduc ees continued to mount against
Jesus during his G alilea n mini stry , it became necessa ry for him to make severa l
journ eys to the north for retir ement. Durin g
the first of these retirement trip s to the
north , he was in the region of Tyr e and
Sidon when confronted by a Canaanite
woman (Mark , incid entally, calls her "a
Gr eek , a Syropho enician by birth ," M ark
7 : 24 -30). Wh atever qu estion s we may
raise about her tru e rac ial and nation al
origins , one thing is certain: she was not
Jewi sh! Som e have stumbled at the method
with which Jesus handl ed her request; but
I cannot believe th at he did other th an
challenge her tru e faith , to stimul ate her
to asse rt her right as a fellow hum an being
to confess needs and to expect that Jesus
would under stand. And that is precisely
what happen ed. H e accepted her , hea led
her daught er and restored to her th at sense
of pers onhood , th at right which eac h of us
ha s from creation. Hi s accept ance is so

...
brought

into

grac iously expressed, "O wo man, great is
your faith! Be it don e for you as you
des ire" ( Matth ew 15:28).
Not only did Jesus demon strate this
divine appr ecia tion for all perso ns in his
act ual dealings with them but , when teaching the natur e of God and the esse nce of
religion, he chose characters which in
themse lves co mmunic ate this truth . H e
tells a very grippin g and compelling story
of the Good Samaritan when confront ed
with the question , " Who is a neighbor? "
Before the story is completed, it is thi s
Samaritan who is set in bold relief aga inst
the Lev ite and priest-men
of religion ,
mind you! lf all men in the story had been
thoro ughbr ed Jews, the lesso n on religion
would have been sufficiently strong . But to
make the esse nce of religion a love of God
which manifests itself in undi scriminating
concern and mini stry for others-others
who themselves may have held yo u to be
inferior-i s to thrust the ra pier deep into
the smugness of the proud hum an br eas t.
With a clo se similarity to our mod ern jibes,
yo u might have called Jesus "a Smirtonlover." We must pull ourselves away from
the Lord's perso nal life and teaching for a
few minut es to stud y what some of his
disciples believed, taught and lived relative
to this principl e.

. .. Paul's ministry

The man of Tarsus upon whom Christ had
laid his hand and ar rested his soul speaks
so decisively and with such releva nce on
our probl em th at we mu st hea r him to
some length. For Paul' s mini stry and message is one continuous crisp call-the
call
of God for sinners to be saved . Wh ether
preac hing in the city or synagog ue or writ-

men of every
peaceful

clime and complexion

reconciliation

and thus with each other-through
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and message
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ing from a prison cell, his message was
essentially the same: he saw men of every
clime and complexion brought into peaceful reconciliation with God-and
thus with
each other-through
Jesus Christ. If a
man 's religion can be summed up tersely
in a few words or a phra se, then beyond
doubt the Apostle Paul's worldview is
wrapped up with the expression "in Christ. "
The phrase is present in all his letters
with the exception of II Thessalonians, but
the thought is even there. It is not merely
the phrase or the words but the meanings ,
understanding, insight and the implications
of the phrase which compel and arrest our
attention.
The church as a whole and each congregation of believers is conceived by Paul as
being "in Christ." The church in ThessaIonica and the churches of Judea were all
"in Christ" ( [ Thessalonians 1 : 1; Galatians
I : 22). But not only is the church of God
universally and the local congregation s "in
Christ," the individual Christian is portrayed
as "in Christ." "Paul and Timothy .. . To
all the saints in Christ Jesus who are at
Philippi ... " (Philippians 1: 1). "Paul ...
and Timothy . . . to the saints and faithful
brethren in Christ at Colossae ... " (Colossians 1 : 2, 2) . Through a surrendering faith
and implicit trust of one's life into the
atoning cross of Christ , expressed meaningfully in that outward act of baptism, man
the sinner becomes man the s·aint-"in
Christ" (Galatians 3:26, 27). And if a
man is "in Christ," Paul believes that everything has become new (II Corinthians
5: 17) . Indeed, his sins are removed; his
guilt taken away, his attitudes refashioned ,
his relationships altered. "Old things have
passed away; all things have become new ."
This newness "in Christ" meant a oneness
which must have seemed incredible even
to many of the early Christians. To the
Galatian believers , Paul spelled out the
implications of this newness in language
too plain to misunderstand , although perhaps excruciatingly painful for some to
accept. Listen:
JULY 1969

For in Christ Jesus you are all sons of
God , through faith . For · as many of you
as were bap tized into Christ have put on
Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek ,
there is neither slave nor free, there is
neith er male nor female; for you are all
one in Christ Jesus ( Galatians 3: 28) .
Co nsider the Phillips translation of this
passage:
All of you who were baptized 'into '
Christ have put on the family likeness of
Christ. Gone is the distinction between
Jew and Greek, slave and free man , male
and female-for you are all one in Christ
Jesus! And if you belong to Christ , you
are true desc endants of Abraham, you
are true heirs of his promise.
If a man ever subjected himself to being
radical in his theological implication, Paul
led the way! We must have lived in that
ancient culture to even approximate the
impact of such language and teaching on
society.
Paul knew the barriers which separated
men in his day. As a devout and zealous
Pharisee, he had shared in that separation
with a good conscience . But his experience
of Christ had removed those barriers ,
cleared his perception of people and provided him both through personal experience
and special revelation with the knowledge
of a new reality in the world. And that
reality was that human barriers were torn
away , and hostility between man and God
and man and man was removed. After describing the plight and predicament of
sinful men , the apostle heralds a hope:
But God, who is rich in mercy out of
the great love with which he loved us ,
even when we were dead through our
trespasses , made us alive together with
Christ (by grace you have been saved) ,
and raised us up with him , and made us
sit with him in the heavenly places in
Christ Jesus , that in the coming ages he
might show the immeasurable riches of
his grace in kindness toward us in Christ
Jesus . For by grace have you been saved
through faith; and this is not your own
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doing , it is the gift of God-not because
of works, lest any man should bo ast. For
we are his workm anship , created in
Chri st Jesus for good work s, which God
prepared beforehand , that we should
walk in them (Ephe sians 2 :4-10 ).
With this paeon of prai se for the immeasurabl e and indescrib able grace of God , the
apostle then narrates the result of this
creative workin g of divine grace. Gentilestho se who were the uncircumci sed in the
flesh (God forbid that the Jew should have
to say it ) and who were afar off-P aul now
argues are brought nea r in Chri st. "But
now in Chri st Jesus you who once were far
off have been brought near in the blood
of Chri st" (Eph esians 2 : 14) . In the blood
of Je sus both Jew and Gentile have experienced forgiveness; and , if forgiven, they
are at peace with God ; and , if at peace
with God , then with each oth er. Th e hostility has ceased!
For he is our peace, who has mad e us
both one, and has broken down the
diving wall of hostility . .. that he might
create in himself one new man in place
of the two, so making peace, and might
reconcil e us both to God in one body
through the cro ss, thereby bringing hostility to an end . And he came and
preached peace to you who were far off
and peace to you who were nea r ; for
through him we both have access in one
Spirit to the fath er (Eph esians 2 : 14-18) .
Feel the movement of this message once
mor e: hostility between men, God 's grace
in Calvary ( the blood of Jesus) , forgiveness
through grace, reconcili ation to God , hence,
peace with God and with one's fellowmen.
Jew and Gentile-now in Chri st ; black and
white-now in Chri st ; all having thi s oneness enjoy access to the one Fath er!

...

other affirmations

Called upon to deliver the Good News to
a devout centurion in Caeserea, the Apo stle
Peter herald ed the same message : "Truly
I perceive that God shows no partiality,
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but in every nation any one who fears him
and does what is right is acceptable to him "
( Act s 10 : 34 , 35 ). Th e same apostle had
ea rlier procl aimed thi s truth on Pentecost ;
but , as is tru e with many even tod ay, he
did not always see the full implications of
his message, nor did he always have the
courage or faith to practice the truth .
Th e Lord 's broth er also expresses this
great truth . Knowing the hum an prop ensity
to make superficial distinction s and perhaps
having observed such behavior in the congregation of saints, J ames offers a stirring
rebuke to his fellow Christians. "My
brethr en, show no partiality as you hold the
faith of our Lord Jesus Chri st, the Lord
of Glor y" (J ames 2 : 1). Whether shabbily cloth ed or finely cloth ed, poor man
or gold-rin ged man or whether black or
white-thi s man who lived so closely with
his own broth er and imbibed his spirit concluded that such behavior did nothing less
than "blaspheme th at honorabl e name by
which you are called" (J ames 2 : 7). To
show partiality, to make superficial distinctions-wh ether based on economic s or
place of birth or color of skin-i s sin, write s
James, and is to be convict ed as tran sgression . Stron g language? Inde ed! But
perhaps we have not fully felt its impact
as related to our attitud es and treatment
of one anoth er tod ay. "Th ere is neith er
black nor white in Chri st."

...

common

ground

God 's Word has spoken to us of this oneness in Chri st. What then is the basis of
this oneness between men in Chri st? And
what is its natur e? While no definitive
answer can be attempted , some insights
might be suggested to stimul ate and challenge. Th e basis of this oneness is two-fold :
there is a common need, and there is a
common answer to the need. Th e need is
man's predic ament or plight as a sinner.
And sin has nothin g to do with color or
race. Paul lump s all men together with one
bra sh cond emnation : " All have sinned and
MISSIO N

if we hold a common
we can rejoice
to a common
come short of the glory of God" (Romans
3: 23). Black or white makes no difference;
for all have failed God , come under his
judgment and cannot argue our case for
righteousness . Here is something of a basis
where black and white meet in common .
But if we hold a common plight as sinners , we can rejoice that we have access
to a common source of forgiveness. I have
read at length of God's undeserved mercy
and love displayed in Jesus Christ. The
affirmation must still be ringing in our ears
-unless they are dull of hearing-that
by
grace are you saved through faith, fashioned
anew in Christ Jesus by the personal creative working of God! Here we meet on
common ground again , for color has nothing to do with salvation: all men must be
saved alike. Sinners must all surrender to
the redemptive grace of God in Jesus
Christ. And it is the recognition of these
two common bases-our
sins and our salvation-which
must tear away these grievous barriers and make us to recognize our
oneness in Christ.
And what might be said about the nature
of this oneness? ( 1) It is the nature of this
oneness to set in true perspective the
essence of man. Paul would readily have
admitted cultural and social differences . He
would even have acknowledged some
physiological characteristics
peculiar to
certain races. But are these the essence of
a man? Of human-ness? A thousand times
no! These are the superficialities of life.
The essence of man is creation in the likeness of God; an image soiled and damaged
and terribly defaced; but which in Christ
can be restored to its original God-likeness
and beauty. The essence of man then is his
likeness to God and fellowship with God.
(2) It is the nature of this oneness in
the body of Christ to provide a sense of
JULY 1969

plight as sinners,

that we have access

source

of forgiveness.

belonging essential to the growth and
development of man the spirit. We are
made with the need to belong, to share
community. This oneness in Christ says
that we belong to Christ. Paul to the
Romans writes that we " are Christ's ," i.e,,
"we belong to Jesus Christ." And thus we
share in the life of that local and universal
community of believers converted and
committed to Christ. To deny me that sense
of belonging because of some superficiality
is to deny me that which is unique to salvation in Christ.
( 3) It is the nature of this oneness in
Christ to reveal and witness to the purposes
of God for history and beyond-for
time
and eternity. Paul affirms that "He has
made known to us in all wisdom and insight
the mystery of his will, according to his
purpose which he set forth in Christ as a
plan for the fullness of time , to unite all
things in him, things in heaven and things
on earth" (Ephesians 1 :9-10). And what
were his purposes in Christ?-that
the
creation might glorify God the creator; that
men might recognize their oneness from
creation and , thus, the folly of their superficial barriers; that men might find forgiveness for these human divisions and, thus,
reconciliation both with God and man;
that men might gain from reconciliation
the peace which passes understanding; and
that men reconciled to God might find the
joy and fullness of fellowship with other
reconciled men.

making oneness a reality
True Christians must humbly seek to
realize that oneness in Christ between black
and white Christians which is already a
reality in the presence of God.
The very nature of salvation in Christ
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makes men one. God forgives their sins,
reconciles them to himself and brings them
together into a divine fellowship known as
the church. It seems so profoundly simple
to see and to say that men who have
experienced this common reconciliation to
God, who have Christ as Lord and Savior
and in whose hearts dwells the same Holy
Spirit, who eat the same bread and drink
the same cup, are one! And whether we
like or want it, brethren, God has made
us one!
But the realities made by God are sometimes distorted grievously by men. It is not
our task to produce that oneness in Christ;
we cannot do it, for God has already accomplished it for us. It is ours-black and
white alike-to
recognize what God has
already effected. No eldership ( or preacher)
can rule on who they will extend membership to in the church! Heaven forbid such
thinking. God never relinquished that
privilege to sinful although redeemed men.
A barrier in the recognition of this oneness is seen in an attitude that we often
hear expressed in churches, Christian colleges or other settings where the problem
of black and white races is being discussed.
Someone will venture the suggestion which
has such a welcome appeal to it:
As long as this matter is not one of Bible
principle but only of expediency, let us

not push it too fast; let us educate the
brethren in the churches; let us give the
parents time to think about it on college
campuses.
There is only one answer to such an attitude: this is not a matter of expediency
that we discriminate and segregate between
the people of God. It is a matter of morality or immorality.
It is the responsibility of white brethren
to identify those walls of separation which
have divided a oneness in heaven , which
in reality by divine nature cannot be
divided. It is the responsibility of black
brethren to witness courageously for that
oneness in Christ which man-made barriers
have marred and to challenge white and
black to remove them. It is our joint task
to herald anew with bravery of heart ,
humility and love that reality which God
produced but which sinful men have distorted, that "there is neither black nor
white in Christ."
Convinced by the testimony of Scripture
and clear reason , Martin Luther bravely
took his stand for truth on April 18, 1521,
in the Diet of Worms. His words continue
to inspire Christians in our time who honestly face the sins of our day-sins in
society but more grievously, in the church:
"Here I stand, I can do no other; so help
me God. "
m

Sunrise, Sunset:

and its circuit to the end of them;
and there is nothing hid from its heat.
The sun is the soloist in the heavenly chorus
which praises the glory of God, its maker.
The words of this Psalm may speak even
to the scientifically trained men. Apparently
such words did speak to those astronauts
of Apollo 8 who-with all their scientific
training-nevertheless
stood in awe as
some 70 miles from the moon they viewed
the heavens and the earth and spoke, "In
the beginning, God ... "
-RBW

(Continued from page 8)
will not play by the rules of the astro-physical game, he will be out of the game, one
way or another.

But even the astronaut may appreciate
the meaning of such "unscientific" language
as that in Psalm 19. In this Psalm, the
singer is struck by the glory of the sun:
Its rising is from the end of the
heavens ,
14
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SPIRITUAL

EXERCISES

Tongues Are For a Sign
JIMMY

JIVIDEN

"Tongues are for a sign," is a quotation of
I Corinthians 14: 22. No one can deny the
statement, but what does it mean?
I. What are the " tongues " ?
2. What is the object of the sign?
3. To whom is the sign given?
believe these questions can be answered
by examining the context. Let the reader
open the Bible to I Corinthians 14: 1-25
and Isaiah 28: 1-13 and follow the text
closely as he reads this article.
The paragraph in which this phrase is
found can be outlined thus :
1. Verse 20 : Practical exhortation to
Corinthian Christians after a discourse on the value and purpose of
spiritual gifts.
2. Verse 21: A quotation from Isaiah
28 : 11 ff. to back up this exhortation
and show the Corinthians that their
error was similar to the error that
Isaiah is refuting .
3. Vers e 22: The conclusion to be
drawn from quoting Isaiah as it
applied to the Corinthian situation.
Isaiah 28: 11 ff . "Wherefore tongues
are for a sign ... to the unbelieving ."
4. Verses 23-25: A contemporary illustration showing that what the prophet
said works in everyday practice .
In Isaiah 28 the prophet is warning the
political leaders of Jerusalem ( v. 14) along
with their arrogant and dissolute priests'

and prophets ' advisers ( v. 7) that the covenant which they made with Egypt against
Assyria is a covenant with death ( v. 15).
Isa iah further states that although the
covenant with Egypt will not stand (v. 18)
and the overflowing scourge of Assyria will
pass through ( v. 18) , Jehovah will intervene (v. 21) and in Zion he will lay a
sure foundation ( v. 16).
The first thirteen verses of Isaiah 28
give the context of the verse quoted by
Paul. The se verses may be outlined thus:
1. Verses 1-6 : The prophet repeated an
old oracle given against the destruction of Ephraim . In this oracle, he
tells of the crown of Ephraim being
trodden under foot ( v. 3) and how
a remnant of the people will trust in
Jehovah ( vs. 5-6) .
2. Verses 7-8: The prophet tells of the
deplorable, drunken and confused
state of the priests and prophets who
advised this covenant with Egypt .
3. Verses 9-10: These priests and
prophets respond to Isaiah's statement:
a. They asked the rhetorical question : "Will he teach us knowledge
as a babe?" In arrogance they
believed they had nothing to learn
f r o m Isaiah's
pronouncement
(vs. 9).
b. The priests and prophets take up
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a jibe against Isaiah, "Caw laqaw ,
caw laqaw. " This jibe has been
translated many ways. The translation of the ASV is, "For it is
precept upon precept , precept
upon precept; line upon line, line
upon line; here a little, there a
little." Some Hebrew scholars say
that this passage is non-translatable
gibberish. In either case, Isaiah is
showing that the priests and the
prophets think they know how to
direct their own ways by methods
of their own devising. Hence, they
do not heed what Isaiah is teaching. They regard his pronouncement as words in the wind, not
to be taken seriously.
4. Verses 11-13: Isaiah replies that
since they will not hear the word of
the Lord as given by his pronouncement, they will hear it by men of
strange lips and alien tongues .
a. God told them how to find rest,
but they would not hear (v. 12).
b. The word of the Lord is to them
as words in the wind, not to be
taken seriously. Since they would
not hear the word of the Lord by
Isaiah and mocked it as gibberish ,
they would hear the word from a
foreign tongue . This rejection of
the word of the Lord will cause
them to be broken (v. 13). (Compare with Isaiah 6: 9-10.)

...

comparisons between Isaiah
and I Corinthians

Notice the following comparisons between
the priests and the prophets of Isaiah and
those who abused spiritual gifts in Corinth.
1. The priests and the prophets believed
that the word of the Lord pronounced
by Isaiah was too simple and babyish
for them ( v. 9). The Corinthians felt
that prophecy in plain language was
too simple for them; they needed the
16

mysterious utterances of tongue
speaking (14: 2).
2. The priests and the prophets did not
take the pronouncement of Isaiah
seriously ( vs. 9-10). It was meaningless words. In its place, they devised
by their own judgment-a
confused
and erring vision brought on by intoxication ( vs. 7-8) . The Corinthians
did not take the words that came by
prophecy seriously but sought the
will of the Lord via tongue speaking
and the disorderly abuse of spiritual
gifts (14 :26-33).
3. It is to be observed that Isaiah spoke
of the foreign language of the
Assyrian which was "strange lips and
alien tongue" to those in Jerusalem
( v. 11 ) . He was not referring to
ecstatic utterances. There is no reason to suppose that Paul was speaking of anything but foreign languages
in I Coninthians 14. The quotation
from Isaiah 28 helps to identify
"tongues" as foreign languages.
4. The priests and the prophets could
not understand, erred in their vision
and stumbled in giving judgment because it all came from intoxication
with their own cleverness and the
stimulation of strong drink. The
Corinthian Christians likewise were
still babes in understanding , unedified
and spiritually ignorant because they
were intoxicated by their own importance brought on by a pride of
spiritual gifts (vs. 37-38).
5. Just as Isaiah described the priest
and the prophet gatherings as drunken parties where they were reeling,
staggering, in confusion and filthiness
( vs. 7-8), Paul describes the Corinthian assembly as boisterous (v .
23), confused (v. 40) and devoid of
understanding ( v. 19). Paul said that
they were acting in such a way that
outsiders would think them mad
(v . 23).
MISSION

sign for unbeliever_s
Tongues are not for believers. They need
and desire prophecy ( v. 22) . Believers do
not need tongues.
Tongues are not for the unbelieving and
unlearned of the world ( v. 23). They
regard tongue speaking as madness. Tongue
speaking is not an evangelistic tool to those
who cannot understand. It is rather a hindrance. Prophecy should be used to teach
the unlearned and the unbelieving ( v. 24) .
To whom then are tongues a sign? To
unbelieving people of God who reject the
plain and edifying prophecy and by their
own arrogance devise their own ways.
Tongue speaking to the Corinthians was
not a sign of faith , it was rather a sign
of doubt.
Tongues were for a sign to the unbelieving Jewish priests and prophets in Isaiah's
day because they rejected the plain prophecy of Isaiah.
Tongues were for a sign to unbelieving
Jews on Pentecost who had rejected the
teachings of God that Jesus was the Christ.
Tongues were for a sign to unbelieving
Jews at the household of Cornelius who
had refused to understand the great commission's teaching that the gospel was for
all nations.
Tongues were for a sign to unbelieving
Corinthian Christians who did not desire
the edifying gift of prophecy.
The phrase, "tongues are for a sign to
unbelievers" is the key to understanding
the relationship between Isaiah 28 and I
Corinthians 14.
In Isaiah , the priests and the prophets

did not highly regard the word of the Lord
given by Isaiah. In pride, they thought
their own prophetic cleverness stimulated
by strong drink would guide them and improve their political fortunes. The foreign
tongues of the Assyrians would be a sign
to them because of their unbelief in the
plain prophecies of Isaiah. The tongue sign
was to the people of God who were unbelievers and despised prophesying.
In I Corinthians 14, the "tongue speakers" did not highly regard prophecy from
the Lord. They felt the understandable gift
of prophecy was a gift inferior to the gift
of tongues which spoke mysteries . In pride ,
they thought their gift used in a highly
emotional and confused assembly would
guide them into greater spiritual insights.
The foreign tongues used so extensively
at Corinth in their assembly were in reality
a sign of their unbelief in plain prophecy.
Like the priests and prophets of Isaiah,
the "tongues were for a sign to the people
of God who despised prophecy."

...

a sign of babyhood

The main lesson of I Corinthians 1s that
prophecy is superior to tongues. The particular lesson of verses 20-25 is that tongue
speaking instead of being a sign of spiritual
growth is a sign of babyhood ( v. 20).
Instead of being a sign of spiritual understanding, it was a sign of spiritual confusion . Instead of being a sign of belief,
it was a sign of unbelief.
Would to God that those who delight in
such "spiritual exercises" today would hear
the word of God in this passage.
m

"Men do not easily rise whose poverty hinders their merit. Here it is harder than anywhere else; the lodgings are hovels, rents out of sight; your slaves take plenty to fill up
their bellies while you make do with a snack."
Juvenal
Satire Ill (trs. by R. Humphries)
JULY
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A POWERFUL INFLUENCE

Truth and the Arts
MINA

P. COLEMAN

A television advertiser promotes his product
by describing it as possessing "love, truth ,
beauty , corn and a little salt." He is obviously taking advantage of the current fad
for these terms as they are employed by
some segments of modern society. The
hippie community purports to be in quest
of all three, hence its characteristic indolence, its interest in flowers, friendship beads
and transcendentalism as purveyed by the
friendly neighborhood guru.
On the basis of what all this represents
( or misrepresents) with regard to the arts
and contemporary society, we are led to
ponder somewhat on the true significance
of these concepts. In the context of the
present discussion at least, " beauty " and
"truth" come into our purview.
Admittedly both terms offer some difficulty in defining, difficulty enough, it would
seem, to preclude any frivolous bandying
about of generalizations concerning them.
The term "art" involves us with the idea of
"beauty," and "truth" conjures up thought
processes concerning "reality. " In an
attempt to understand these ideas better in

a Christian context , let us examine them a
little more closely .

. . stirred

by beauty

What is "beauty "? ls it some degree of
"prettiness "? The word seems to carry
more weight than simply this . Then , could
we simply say that it is "that which is pleasing"? Again , we are faced with a semantic
inadequacy . Surely "beauty" has more substance than what is suggested by mere
"prettiness " or "pleasing-ness ," and yet
these qualities are , indeed , a part of the
total concept. But are we not overlooking
something rather important? The moment
we respond to a sight or a sound with the
judgment , "It is beautiful," we are consciously or unconsciously acknowledging
that our intellectual-emotional machinery
has somehow been stirred by what is seen
or heard. The overall feeling of " pleasantness" is a response to our satisfaction in the
" rightness of the event. It is our assent to its
having expressed something effectively. If
this be so, and I submit that it is, it follows
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that the more keenly our senses are honed
to respond to true "beauty," the more discriminating they are going to become in
evaluating what true "beauty" really isl The
highly sensitive mind will not settle for the
cheap , the shoddy or the shallow. Lack of
substance will be immediately observable
and worthlessness will stand revealed not
for "beauty" which it pretends to be, but
for the antithesis of it.
Art is the "sensitive articulation," says
W. D. Allen, of a gifted individual. 1 It is,
if it is good art, the conveyance of something significant through insight and skill.
The artist desires to reveal to us some
aspect of life which he sees but which we
in our turmoil of daily living have overlooked. He feels so strongly that it needs to
be said that he will actually give his life
that we may know it.
The articulation of the artist is his means,
then, of creating through his skill something
"beautiful." But, we ask in dismay, are we
by use of the term "beautiful" eliminating
from the company of the fine arts some of
the great works of art which are by no
means ostensibly "beautiful"? Certainly
not! This would be to eliminate all dissonance from some of the world 's greatest ,
most dramatic music, and dissonance is, at
first glance, ugly. At the hands of a gifted
painter, for instance , what can be more
lovely than the ugly, wrinkled face of an
old woman? What could be more "beautiful" than the dark, dangerous, foreboding
sky lowering over a distorted mass of ugly
buildings which comprise El Greco's "View
of Toledo"? Great art is good, it is "beautiful" because its structure is good-so good
that it says something significant to the
percipient. We need to broaden our concept
of the term "beautiful" and realize that it
does not necessarily always connote the
ideal, the symmetrical but sometimes that
which is anything but ideal. We have all
seen women of whom it could be said: "She
is beautiful , but shallow." The important
thing in evaluating the arts is not to settle
for the shallow but to demand depth, meanJULY 1969

ing, significance!
Albert Hofstadter has the following to
offer in support of the thesis that good
art is meaningful because it it well structured:
In the beautiful object, rightness and
power are so blended and unified that
the perception of it produces conviction ,
forces assent, compels agreement, not by
brute force, but by the persuasive power
of spirit, the power of its own spirit. 2
In the words of Hanslick:
"The form ( the structure) is the real
substance. " 3

.. bearers of information
There is much that passes for art today
which falls far short of these criteria. True
art should challenge the intellect as well as
attract the eye and ear. The arts are the
bearers of information about mankind in
the social sense, about the real world in
the existential sense, about man himself
and his spiritual being . They are, indeed ,
mirrors of the soul.
True art is made noble and religious by
the mind producing it. For those who
feel it, nothing makes the soul so religious and pure as the endeavor to create
something perfect, for God is perfection,
and whoever strives after perfection is
striving for something divine.4
We are surrounded today by "art." As
Leonard Bernstein comments , the problem
is not that we do not have enough music.
We have too much. What we need to do as
Americans and as Christians is to "weed
out" the trash and find true worth.
Unfortunately , nothing is treated with
such cavalier indifference as the arts. Everyone is an art critic. Or, perhaps, we should
say many people are non-critics of art. The
fact is they do not care! And so, lamentably, young people, among them Christian
young people, settle for the meaningless ,
the frivolous, the shallow, aided and abetted
by an equally ill-informed and unaffected
adult generation who could not care less.
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They stand by in wonder, watching the
young going, as it were , to perdition in a
basket , while the radio pours its poisonous
cacophony into their ears.

. . a partner

of God

Art can be a partner of God in producing
depth of character and beauty of soul, or
it can be a cohort of Beelzebub spreading
its propaganda through debased forms of
art. Take music, for example. As far back
as the Golden Age of Greece, Plato inveighed in no uncertain terms against poor
music and its effect upon the morale of
youth:
For this reason Plato holds that any
change in music of right moral tendency
should be especially avoided, declaring
that there could be no greater detriment
to the morals of a community than a
gradual perversion of chaste and modest
music. 5
Hence Plato considers that music of the
highest moral quality and chastely composed, so that it is modest and simple
and masculine, and not effeminite or illassorted, is a great guardian of the commonwealth. 6
One's taste in art can be a criterion of
judgment of the depth of his character in
many cases. Listen to Percy Goetschius on
the subject of musical taste.
There are two essentially different classes
of music lovers;-the
one class takes
delight in the mere sound and jingle of
the music; not looking for any higher
purpose than this, they content themselves with the purely sensuous enjoyment that the sound material affords. To
such listeners , a comparatively meaningless succession of tones and chords is
sufficiently enjoyable so long as each
separate particle, each beat or measure,
is euphonius in itself. The other class,
more discriminating in its tastes, looks
beneath this iridescent surface and strives
to fathom the underlying purpose of it
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all; not content with the testimony of
the ear alone, such listeners enlist the
nobler powers of Reason, and no amount
of pleasant sounds could compensate
them for the absence of well-ordered
parts and their logical justification.
This second class is made up of those
listeners who recognize in music an embodiment of artistic aims , an object of
serious and refined enjoyment that appeals to the emotions through the intelligence-not
a plaything for the senses
alone ; . . .7
Having considered art as dependent for
its significance upon good structure and
dependent upon significance for its survival
as "good" art, does it not follow that intelligent, sincere people should try to avail
themselves of the riches to be derived from
it? Does it not also follow that the means
for making such experiences available particularly to the young should engage the
interest of mature people, especially mature
Christian people? After all, a moment's
reflection will remind us that we do not
hear of riots at symphonic concerts or concerts of chamber music. Neither is the
music Brahms , Beethoven or Bach to be
found in the atmosphere of a night club!

...

revelation

of truth

"Truth" may be even more difficult and
elusive to explain than the terms "art" and
"beauty," for there are many avenues
through which truth may be conveyed. It
may be defined as formal, logical, intentional, empirical. When considered in this
light, it may be seen to be that aspect of
knowledge disclosed by the logician who ,
by means of his syllogistic reasoning, discovers truths about the universe. It reveals
itself to the scientist through his experiments in and out of the laboratory. We are
daily made to wonder about our universe
and the knowledge about it that is unfolding
at the hands of men of science. Perhaps, for
example , in our generation the truth about
the uncontrolled multiplication of cells
MISSION

known as cancer will be disclosed to the
view of those who are able to administer
the means for saving the lives of many
useful people . In the area of the social
sciences, man is learning more and more
about the complexities of the human mind.
On the level of the masses, the problems
of society are being made known and
means for their solution being sought .
Truth is also normative , ethical, ideal ,
metaphysical. This avenue of truth involves
religious concepts . It communicates to man
through God 's revealed will and the abiding
presence of the Spirit. The kinds of truth
that speak of salvation, of the Jove of
Christ and of God's care for his creatures
are not revealed in this sense through the
syllogism or the test tube.
Truth is also existential. It can be seen
in the evident reality of the real world. Like
ethical truth it appeals not to man's intellect
but to his inner self, his psyche , his soul.
Evidences of this kind of revelation of
truth are to be found in the arts.
Art begins where every-day communication ceases. The extremity of verbal expression , one might say, is art's opportunity.
Words are too brittle and chiseled, life
too rigid and conventional to exhaust all
the infinity of human emotional response.
The infinite sinuousness , nuance and
complexity of music enable it to speak
in a thousand different accents to a
thousand different listeners , and to say
with noncommittal and moving intimacy
what no language would acknowledge or
express and what no situations in life
could completely exhaust or make possible. 8
So it is with all the arts-the
fine arts.
They are structured well by sensitive ,
skilled individuals to convey significant
meanings to us. They provide us with
worthwhile experiences , experiences which
will deepen and enrich our characters .
What could be more wordlessly articulate
than the sublime Piela by the young
Michaelangelo? To gaze upon it is to be
blessed, indeed is to be put in closer touch
JULY 1969

with the divine who gave the artist his
great gift. Or, where could one find truth
so tersely and rightly expressed as in
Shakespeare 's classic lines:
Men at sometime are masters of their
fates :
The fault , dear Brutus, is not in our
stars
But in ourselves that we are underlings" 0

Joy! Joy!
A marvelous example of the power of
the fine arts to convey truth and to affect
the mind is to be found in the many great
musical works of Beethoven. In the Finale
to the Ninth Symphony, Beethoven includes
a choral section based upon Schiller's "Ode
to Joy ." It begins : "Freude! Freude!" (Joy!
Joy!). Joy, we ask?-joy
expressed by a
stocky , unimposing , moody little German
who had , of all things , been deaf for some
twenty years? A deaf musician expressing
joy? Yes! Yes! Through his God-given sensitivity , this unprepossessing little musician
wanted to tell all generations something
significant , if he could but get them to stop
and listen to his great music. Men are,
indeed, at sometime masters of their fates,
he tells us! Illness , deformity , life's many
adversities need not quench the eternal
flame of hope and faith that burns in man's
heart as long as the light is kept trimmed
and tended.
Now some may wonder what place such
a discourse as this has in a journal of
religion. The answer follows and with just
conviction: if the fine arts can be meaningful in our lives to the extent that they can
affect our dispositions, our characters , the
very course of our lives, should not we, as
Christians, and particularly in a land so
bereft of art , begin to scrape the encrustation of trash away from the true beauty
that art can impart? Do we not owe to
ourselves and to our children the depth of
experience that such beauty can provide?
(Continued on page 26)
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Rest Haven
I watch ed a hospital wrecked tod ay .
Pain!
Yesterday it stood whole,
Lo oking quit e adequ ate to hou se
Th e victims of life, all in white, upri ght ;
Th e victim s of death , prostrated in white.
Th e first blow of the great claw on th e roof made
Only a little wound , a little du st.
But while I watched, sickened but held fast by the horror of it,
Th e claw struck again and again,
Tea ring at the screaming nails,
Snapping the framework like dry twigs.
On e wall refused to be brok en, and was pulled out whole.
But the wrecker could not leave it intact .
Even on the ground it was cru shed
And cru shed to du st.
Why?
Th e roof and walls prov ed stron ger th an the found ation .
Th e floo r fell throu gh befor e it was touched ,
Except by falling debri s.
Th e huge cra ne's bite was unn ecessary where
Minut e bites had alrea dy consumed th e beams.
A yea r from now, grass and trees will grow
Where destructi on happened tod ay.
Decay gone.
Ugliness gon e.
Or perhaps from this du st, a new, live building will rise
To hou se again th e victims of life and death.
0 God , who build s and destroy s,
Who gives life and takes it away,
Wreck my illusions, my rotten foundation s,
Th e petrified shell around my heart.
H elp me to lay down decay, that I may take up life,
To lay down ugliness th at I may take up beauty ,
To lay down my useless aims th at I may take up a tru e vocation .
Take my illusions, Dear Lord , and give me reality.
Jann C. McGuir e
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Communicating to Children
through Folk Music
CAROLE

In their efforts to relate to metropolitan
inner cities, churches are finding that they
often have to discard many of their familiar
Bible-teaching materials and discover or
create new ones. One good vehicle for
communicating Christ to ·the many kinds
of people clustered in the urban centers
has been traditional and newly-composed
folk music . Here we will present two songs
created for multiracial Bible schools in
Boston and will describe some other kinds
of songs used successfully for young peoples '
worship at House of the Carpenter, a mission to Boston 's South End ghetto.
Two vacation Bible Schools written for
and executed by Churches of Christ in the
Roxbury and Brookline sections of Boston
in 1965 and 1966 harmoniously combined
the efforts of people of many ages, educational levels, religious heritages and national ancestries. Along with the predominating black and white groups there were
also participants of Jewish, Puerto Rican
and other backgrounds . Some of the greatest cultural differences were posed by the
fact that people came from parts of this
country as widely separated as California,
Texas , South Carolina and Pennsylvania ,
as well as New England . There were also
some Canadians.
One way that these current cultural barriers were overcome was by leaping into a

STRAUGHN

context new and exciting to all the participating groups. All the Twentieth Century
people involved were drawn together in
their effort to project themselves . into the
experience of First and Second Century
Christians . In addition to hearing, acting
out and making pictures about early Christians , school-age children also learned certain "theme words" in the ancient biblical
languages (Hebrew and Greek) , both reading and writing them in the original alphabets and using them in creative crafts. Far
from being frightened by such a seemingly
difficult task , the children accepted it as
natural and quite fascinating.
The two songs accompanying this article
also worked to help the group catch the
flavor of early Christianity. Both were invented by Warren and Lynne Lewis by
setting a Christian text to two ancient,
middle-eastern
sounding melodies. The
first one sets the familiar verse, Acts 2: 38 ,
to an old Hebrew round, "Shalom ," whose
minor melody , momentum and polyphonic
sound catch up the singer in the joy with
which early Christians preached the good
news. The second song is an Early Christian acrostic set to the medieval English
carol , "O Come , 0 Come, Immanuel."
Although it seems hard at first, the children
liked it so well that they learned it in two
or three short sessions in the Bible, school

CAROLE STRAUGHN h old s th e deg ree M . A. T. in Fin e Arts from Harvard Univ ersity and has
tau ght and condu cted various work shops in crea tiv e arts. She resides with h er husband Harold and
her tw o childr en in Abilene, Texas.
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assembly. The ongm of the acrostic was
explained somewhat in the following manner.

...

their identity to Roman Government spies.
They met secretly , sometimes in dark burial
caves called catacombs. On catacomb walls
has been found a symbol which Christians
used to confess their faith secretly to other
Christians.
When meeting a stranger , they would
idly draw a fish formed out of the letters

the lchtus Song

During the persecutions of the early church
Christians had to be careful not to reveal

ACTS 2:38

Words adapted by Warren Lewis
0

( 1)

Old Hebrew Melody

(2)

1f ~• J I J J J J .l I :i J J r
1.

2.

(4 )

( 3)

r

FFr @

I

s

Re-pent, be bap-tized! Re-pent, be baptized! Now, Ev'-ry one of you
Re-pent, be baptized! Re-pent, be baptized! Now, wash a-way your sins,

~,. F F r

rQ I r

In the name of
and re-ceive the

.l J J I J

Je-sus Christ! Re-pent
Ho-ly Ghost! Re-pent

J> J

J I J II

and be bap-tized!
and be bap-tized!

• As a round or as a solo

ICHTHUS

£

Old English Carol

Words adapted by Warren Lewis

Ii'~ J I J J J J I .l r J .l
Ie-sus Chris-tos The-ou

If, J J J J
ou Hui-os

Hui-os

I
J

r

J :i

J J

aJLJ,

d

I ~J__;r
JI

Ie-sus

F I f'' J

Ie-

el.

Sha-lorn! Cha-ris!

So-ter!

J J J J

J.
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Ie-sus Chris-tos The-

Je-sus Christ God's Son, Our Savior!

sus Chris-tos The-ou Hui-os

man - - u - el!

So-ter!

J J J J

So-ter!

J J J J

JI J J J J

.l .l J J I

Chris-tos The-ou

Hui-os

J

Im-

I J II

o_____,•

So-ter!
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which spell the Greek word Ichthus (ickthoose) meaning fish:

I><

Furthermore, the five Greek letters forming
the word "fish" , IX I l: were the initials
for five words at the heart of the disciples
faith. This acrostic' is expla ined below .
If the stranger who saw the fish was a
Christian , he might confess Christ by drawing a fish too. Greek Christians would greet
one another with the word Charis (kahreese) meaning "grace." Jewish Christians
would say "Shalom" (shaw-lome) meaning
"peace." Then they might speak freely
about their Lord Immanuel whose coming
was "God with us ."
As they sang the song, children were to
imagine themselves in the danger that early
Christians faced and express their commitment and joy in the song.

e

. . . new music with old roots
If the diverse contemporary groups who
worked together at House of the Carpenter
were united by these ancient words set to
ancient melodies, they were also drawn
together by songs quite current both in
lyric and musical setting. Yet even these
current songs contained the message of
the ancient faith told in a style directly
descended from the indigenous American
folk traditions.
Perhaps the song most enjoyed by every-

Greek word

,I r,crou5
xp,o-Tos
eEoU

ilo5
L l.,lT~p
JULY 1969

English letters
Jesus
Christos
Theou
Huios
Soter

one at House of the Carpenter was Jester
Hairston's "Amen. "~ Made famous by Sidney Poitier and an amen-corner of nuns in
the film, "Lilies of the Field ," this song
tells in eight simple stanzas the major
events of Jesus' life and involves the singers
in a full range of its tenderness , sorrow and
triumph. The stanzas are set against a continuing chorus of amen's which are easily
learned by the newest or youngest member
of the class .
This kind of singing with two co-responding groups or with a soloist (leader or
cantor) and a responding congregation
seems to be a natural form of worship not
only for urban ghetto children but for hundreds of other cultures as widely separated
in time and space as : the lining-out hymn
of the American frontier, Christian singing
in the Congo of Africa ,3 and Hebrew worship in temple and synagogue. • The universality of responsorial singing and its popularity at House of the Carpenter suggests
that it might be a useful way to treat any
number of other good "hymns , psalms and
spiritual songs. "
Many songs approaching the calibre of
"Arnet)." in appropriating the beauty and
naturalness of folk traditions for Christian
expression can be found in two recent
songbooks: Hymnal for Young Christians 5
and Joy is Like the Rain. 6 The latter has
been recorded 7 by the composer and other
Medical Mission Sisters; particularly charming, as well as instructive in Bible facts and
values , are the songs, "Zaccheus," "The
Ten Lepers" and "The Wedding Banquet."

. . . old music in a new context
A songbook familiar to many southern
rural churches, Stamps-Baxter's Favorite

Pronunciation
yay-soos
crease-tos
thay-oo
whee-ohs
soh-tair

English meaning
Jesus
Christ
God's
Son
Saviour
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Songs and Hymns , contains some folk-style
music which also works in a northern urban
context . Discarded by church members as
they crossed the tracks or moved to the
suburbs , this "old paperback songbook" is
being reclaimed by their children. The highschool class at the Bible schools mentioned
earlier enjoyed it along with their collegeage teachers . If carefully selected, these
"good old gospel songs" can edify as well
as entertain. To see their true worship possibilities, listen to a black church sing
"Jesus Hold My H and" or "In Gethsem ane
Alone."
Another good source for old songs that
ring true in a modern urban setting is the
great stream of folk music being recorded
and listened to today. Many good songs
sung at House of the Carpenter and related

Bible schools came from sifting through
such records as Alan Lomax 's field recordings, particularly White Spirituals , and
those of more widely-known performers ,
such as the Wings Over Jord an Choir and
Mahalia Jackson.
Even some of the oldest traditional
hymns ( true, nevertheless , to the folk
sound of a century to four centuries ago)
were frequ ently requested at House of the
Carpenter.
One child 's favorites were
"Holy , Holy, Holy ," and "O Sacred Head. "
As more and more peopl e are brought
into the church who have a diver sity of
gifts, perhaps more and more songs and
hymns will be written or rediscovered which
will be expressive of the harmony possible
among the fragment s of today's world .

m

F. L. Cross, Th e Oxfo rd Dictionary of th e Christian Church ( London : Oxford University Press,
1958), p. 506.
2 Jester H airston, "Amen"
(New York: Schumann Music Co., 1966 ).
4 Psalm 136.
5 Hymnal for Young Christians (Chicago:
F. E. L. Chur ch Publi cation s Ltd ., 1967 ) .
6 Miri am Th erese Wint er, Joy is Lik e the Rain (N ew York: Vanguard
Mu sic Corp .).
7 Medical
Mission Sisters , Joy is Like th e Rain ( Avant Garde Records, In c.).
8 Hom er F . Morri s, et al. (compiler) , Favorite Songs and Hymn s (Dallas,
Texas: Stamp s-Baxter
Music and Printing Co ., 1939 ).
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Truth and the Arts
(Continued from page 21)
When Christian people who are supposed
to be concerned about matters of value
begin to take the matter of discrimination
in the arts seriously, the home may, perhaps, resume its position as a source of

instruction and inspiration . Perhaps Christian educators will begin to re-examine the
result of their neglect of the powerful influence of the arts and view them in new
perspective-as a means of restoring order
and sanity in our society.

m

W. D. Allen, Philosophies of Music History (New York: Dov er Publications, 1962 ), p. xiii.
Albert Hof stadt er, "Art and Spiritual Validity," Journal of A esthetics and Art Criticism, 22 ( 1963 ),
p. 10.
3 Eduard
Han slick, Th e Beautiful in Music (N ew York: The Bobb s-Merrill Co., In c., 1957 ), p. 92.
·1 Micha elange lo.
5 Boethiu s, De lnstitution e Musica, Book I.
G Ibid. ( Boethiu s was a Latin philos oph er of th e Sixth Century, A.D .)
7 Percy Goetschius, L essons in Music Form ( New York: Oliver Dit son Compan y, 1904 ), pp . 2-3.
8 lrwin Edman,
Arts and th e Man (N ew York: W.W. Norten & Co., In c., 1939 ), pp. 116-117 .
9 Shakespea re, Julius Caesar, Act I, Scene 2.
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The struggles of a minister
In the House of the Lord by Robert Flynn.
(New York: Alfred Khopf, 1969), 270
pp., $4.95.
Many people will notice the neon cross and
the man of the cloth on the cover of this
book, read the title and conjure in their
minds a story of a milksop minister. Then
they will move on to some of the more
"colorful" new novels.
That will be an unfortunate mistake. For
they will have passed over a powerful story
which is an experience in literature , a rare
event these days.
The book, obviously, is the story of a
minister of the gospel as he meets people
in desperate need of the love and reconciliation and redemption that God offers,
but yet these people do not accept his
grace. This minister, Pat Shahan, is a man
of faith trying to live with his faith in a
world which shouts by its mode of life
that God is dead.
With an insight that cuts through the
sham and superficiality and religious pomp
and circumstance, the author, Robert Flynn,
forces the perceptive reader to examine his
own faith. Shahan, like so many , wants to
dream dreams and see visions, but all his
dreams declare his own weakness, and his
visions are only of men who need his help .
This terribly funny book witnesses to
this man's efforts to give some word of
hope. But Pat Shahan , minister of the
Word, finds himself speechless except for
the old empty cliches that have lost their
meaning even for him.
The reader moves with Shahan and m
Shahan from the Great Crusade back to
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the church office where Shahan struggles
with bulletin articles, church budgets , fertilizers, the janitor , the constant stream of
humanity with which he deals , the secretary and a God that demands his life and
love and will not be denied or compromised .
The author has accomplished well the
tricky business of combining the action
which is external to Shahan with the action
which is internal , i.e. his thoughts. The
author gets behind Shahan to expose the
tensions and frustrations and anxiety that
are a part of faith.
But, yet, this is not at all a depressing
novel for it is filled with hope. Shahan
would never see a vision, but "to him it
was given to put his faith on the line every
day and each time to find God there. " His
faith is so powerful because it rests on
nothing but God , and God IS sufficient to
strengthen Pat.
Robert Flynn has put together a novel
that is the moving story of a man-a man
of faith-who tries to let God use him as
he struggles against "the sickness of life,"
as he struggles with himself and his faith
in, of all places, the house of the Lord.
-Steven Spidell
Steven Spid ell is a student at th e University of
Texas, Austin, T exas.

The search for certitude
A Place To Stand, by Elton Trueblood .
(New York : Harper & Row , 1969) , 128
pp. $2.95.

For those who are deeply committed to
communicating Christ, A Place To Stand
could be "a place to stand." Its unquiet
Quaker author could be making a significant contribution toward developing a 20th
Century Christian Apologetic.
Trueblood suggests we adopt the "experimental method ." He says: "Live with the
Gospels every day for a solid year , reading
short consecutive passages , marking , ques27

tioning , and if possible praying. This is a
dangerous experiment, for it may change
your life." This recommendation 'flips the
coin' on our traditional Christian apologetic
of first proving the existence of God , then
the inspiration of scripture and only finally
looking at Jesus. Jesus is our "Center of
Certitude ," and Trueblood challenges us to
begin with Him!
The Professor-at-Large of Earlham College writes that his ,book is "akin to autobiography , though it deals with ideas rather
than with events." It expresses his search
for "an honest answer to the deepest questions that perplex us." Like David 's struggles as expressed in the Psalms, the reader
·may very well find himself struggling along
with Trueblood eith!c!rfinding or strengthening a "center of stability in the midst of
perplexity. "
It may come as a relief for some to find
one who will admit in writing that doubting
is really a part of all of us. The "earl" of
Earlham handles this subject with an honesty many readers will find refreshing.
Besides making some real contributions
in his main topics-the
value of reason ,
Christ as a center, the "Isness" of God ,
prayer and eternal life-Trueblood
reveals
some unexpected dividends for those with a
restoration heritage. He touches such subjects as anti-intellectualism , witnessing,
labels, an "either-or" philosophy , a definition of miracles, Bultmann's "closed system" and, occasionally , a note of humor.
The last will be worth noting by those who
prize reason very highly, but find it difficult
to laugh at themselves.
What he says about the value of reason
is worth the price of the book ( though
prayer is a close second). Here is a sample:
"Though reason alone may not enable men
to find God, it can do wonders in enabling
them to surmount serious barriers to the
achievement of an examining faith ."
A significant contribution of the book is
steering a course between the extremes of
fideism ( I prefer to believe) and a pietism
that thinks one must have absolute proof
28

that God exists before he can believe. Since
some have used the statement "God cannot
be proved " for shock value, one would do
well to read what Trueblood advances as
possible "fallout" from this announcement.
He implies potential destructiveness unless
one has done his homework and can make
adequate explanation.
Committed to what he calls a "ministry
of clarity ," Trueblood gives us not only a
very readable book, but also one that
should help communicate the Gospel in
the 1970's, probably not to Lord Russell ,
but hopefully to a large segment of today's
population who would like to believe that
God is about but see him as largely irrelevant .
-Don Kern
Don Kem is a minister of the Chur ch of Christ
in Brooklyn Cent er, a suburb of Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

BooksReceived
VOICES OF ACTION by James L. Lovell (Au stin: R. B. Sweet Co., Inc ., 1968) 191 pp. , $3.95,
hardbound .
THE LETTER OF PAUL TO THE ROMANS
by Richard A. Batey (Austin : R. B. Sweet Co.,
Inc ., 1969) 189 pp. , $3.50, hardbound.
SOKA GAKKAI by Noah S. Brann en (Ri chmond :
John Knox Press, 1968) 181 pp ., $5.50 hardbound)
THE LETTERS OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS by Raymond Kelcy (Austin: R.
B. Sweet Co., Inc., 1968) 182 pp ., $3.50, hardbound .
JOURNEY WITH JOY by Louanna McNeil Bawcom ( Abilene : Quality Printing Co., Inc ., 1968)
190 pp., $2.50, pap er.
CHRISTIAN YOUTH AN IN-DEPTH STUDY
by Roy B. Zuck & Gene A. Getz ( Chicago :
Moody Press, 1968) 192 pp. , $5.95, hardbound .
THE CRUCIBLE OF CHANGE by Andrew
Greeley (N ew York: Sheed & Ward, 1968 )
188 pp, $4.50, hardbound .
THE EUCHARIST by E. Schillebeechx ( New
York: Sheed & Ward , Inc ., 1968) 160 pp. ,
$3.95, hardbound.
RELIGIOUS THINKING FROM CHILHOOD
TO ADOLESCENCE
by Ronald Goldman
( New York: Seabur y Press, 1968) 276 pp. ,
$2.45, paper.
PRAYER AND PROVIDENCE by Peter Baelz
( New York: Seabury Press, 1968) 141 pp .,
$3.25, hardbound .
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Sublime

and/ or derived?

Dear Editors:
.. . I note with interest your remarks concerning
"Round One" (January, 1969]. I understand then
that you are to invite discussion of the topics
you cover, and this is good. In reply to the article
on "Creation and the Praise of God" by Forshey ,
I have some remarks I want to make .
I take exception first of all to your statement
in th e editorial that you beli eve that th e author
of th e article has given th e "true character and
intention of the account of creation in Genesis."
Briefly, I believe it is more than just the "total
prais e of Isra el's God" -far morel It is an historical account of great magnitude for religion as
well as for science! Frankly, it is all we have
concerning the beginnings of things; all your
arguments are to th e contrary.
I am diametrically opposed to th e conclusion
your author reaches concerning the account of
Creation in Genesis. He says, and I quote: "is
actually a radically de-mythologized version of
the Babylonian concept of the creation." This is
th e old "derived" quibble about Genesis and
will not stand th e test of scholarship.
In support of the Babylonian account, your
author cites A. Heidel. But the difficulty is that
Heidel does not come to any such conclusion as
your author indicates . . . His conclusion is that
th e Genesis account is "sublime" in character
not derived ! As far as its scientific accuracy i~
concerned, why was Darwin hailed as "antiGenesis"?-because
there is no other record of
antiquity able to stand examination by science.
Surely, the statement "Man is a creator
on page 205 is an error in editing; you must
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surely mean a "creature."
Finally, _ th e author's statement, and I quote:
should lead one to th e praise and adoration
of th e Creator; and this, rath er than an attempt
to explain th e origin of th e world and of man,
is th ~ i~tention of the biblical language . about
Creat10n ( p. 205). Thi s is liberalism and modernism of th e typ e that und ermin es faith in the
Bible as a trustworthy account. I suggest you
read "Evidences of God in an Expanding Universe" togeth er with "Behind th e Dim Unknown."
Christians need to stand for the Bible, not undermine it.
Dr . Russell C. Artist
Nashville, Tennessee

EDITORIAL NOTE: Without detracting from
the main point of Dr. Artist's lett er, nevertheless
certain inaccuracies should be noted:
( 1) Th e editorial "Round One" did not say
that Mr. Forshey has given th e "true [sic]
character and intention of th e account of creation
in Genesis" but rather that he discusses the character and intention etc. [See MrssION (January,
1969), p. 196] . The purpose of th e editorial was
to introduce a discussion, not to endorse conclusions.
( 2) The quotation which Dr. Artist attributes
to Mr. Forshey ( "a radically de-mythologized
ve rsion . . .") is actually a quotation from G.
Ernest Wright in The Book of th e Acts of God,
p. 50, and was so not ed by Forshey [art. cit. p.
204 and n. 4].
( 3) Mr. Forshey did not cite Alexander Heidel
in support of the Babylonian account, but only
as a convenient place for the reader to read
the Enuma elish [art. cit., p. 205, n. 2].
Furth ermore, it is incorrect to say that Dr.
Heidel concluded that "the Genesis account is
'sublime' in character not derived." Heidel did
conclude that Genesis is "sublime," but for him
this did not rule out th e possibility that it was
also derived. Heid el states flatly, "There is no
doubt a genetic relation betwe en the two stories"
[The Babylonian Genesis, p. 130]; and " ...
I
personally fail to see why it should be incompatible with the doctrin e of inspiration to assume
that Gen. l: 1-2 : 3 might in a measure be dependent on Enuma elish" [ibid., p. 138].
But it is also incorrect to suggest that the point
of Mr. Forshey's article was that th e Genesis
account teas "derived." Rather, he said: " ... he
who first heard and read Genesis surely did so
with that language of creation [sc. the Near
Eastern language ] echoing in his ears" [art. cit.,
pp. 203f .]. In the light of the similarities, Mr.
Forshey wished to point out th e sublime differences.
-RBW
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Deep water
Dear Editors:
After reading the article by Neal D. Buffaloe
entitled "God or Evolution" [April, 1969] I felt
compelled to answer him . . .
He makes several blanket assertions which I
feel that he ( and thousands of others) fail to
substantiate. He did this neatly by suggesting
that the scope of this article is not such as to
allow him to present his data. I categorically
deny this. Th e data itself is all-important and
allows one to move from th e rath er nebulous
domain of philosophy into the cold, hard light
of reason based upon facts.
Th e blank et assertions that I question are
thos e involving th e inevitability of our acceptance
of evolution . . .
To be able to understand the immensity of
th e scope of th e issue it is nec essary to investigate th e beginning s of th e issue, as it touches
not only biology and relat ed sciences but also
thos e of astronomy, geology, paleontology and
archeology, to name but a few ... The "concept,"
"theory," "process," etc. all seem to have finalized
in th e minds of two men about 140 years ago.
These two men were, of course, Charles Daiwin,
author of The Origin of Species by Natural
Selection and his discipl e and student Charles
Lyell, author of Principles of Geology ...
Th e fact that Lyell was th e disciple of Daiwin
-and that th eir th eories are mutually interdependent one upon th e other-lends itself to what
I feel is a fatal Haw in th e entire system. Darwinian evolution gains its millions ( or billions)
of yea rs of tim e in which to work its wonders
from Lyellian geology. In tum, Lyellian geology
uses th e basic assumptions of organic evolution
to base its concept of the age of fossil organisms
and fossil-b ea ring rocks. To further complicate
matt ers, astronomy ( and several other sciences)
have adopted the combined theories as "fact "
and use the timetabl e to bas e in tum their own
theori es. Mr . Buffaloe was exceedingly accurate
in his observation that "the ins-and-outs of evolution are located in deep water ."
But since the two th eories of organic evolution
and geologic tim e dating are interd ependent, it
stands to reason that if one can be discredited,
th e other will fall also. This I would like to
attempt through pointing out some obvious fallacies in th e geologic tim e dating th eory of Lyell
which h as remain ed virtually unchang ed down to
th e pr esent da y. A basic assumption of Charl es
Lyell was th at th e present stat e of affairs of th e
surface of th e ea rth was brought about only by
th e gradual change not ed in our pr esent time
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but spread .out over millions ( or billions) of years.
He abhorred any mention of cataclysm or catastrophi c events . Thi s same assumption is basic
to our own tim e-dating methods today ( influx of
sodium, eros ion rat es, delta building , weathering
of rocks, deposit s in caves, annual bands in trees
and lakes and, of course, radioactivity deterioration most notabl e of which is carbon-14 dating) .
All th ese must posit that the history of the earth
is one of gradual, unbrok en chang e, since any
catastrophic event would, of course, render the
findings ina ccurate.
The apostle Peter deals squarely with this
probl em in his discussion of th e "three worlds"
...
2 Pet er 3:3-13 " ....
For ever since the
fathers fell asleep, all things hav e continued as
they were from th e beg inning of creation. They
delib era tely ignor e this fact, that by the word
of God heavens existed long ago, and an earth
formed out of water and by means of water,
through which th e world that th en existed was
delug ed with water and perish ed." This was,
according to th e cont ext ( and a host of evidence
in Genesis) a universal, cataclysmic Hood, for
Pet er goes on to say, "But by the same word the
heave ns and earth that now exist have been
stored up for fire . . . and th e earth and the
works that are upon it will be burn ed up." If
you believe in a "local" or "partial" Hood in
Genesis, why not believe in only a local conHagera tion in th e judgment?
Peter says that th e Hood was a reality-by
natur e, a cataclysmic event . . . If thi s be tru e,
th en th e various ways of dating th e ear th which
must rest upon a non-catastrophic rate of change
in order to be even remot ely accurate in longrange datings are obviously hop elessly inaccurat e.
By extens ion, th e reasonings bas ed upon this inaccurate length of tim e concerning geology,
astronomy, etc., are also very much open to
question.
Ind eed, th e visiting petroleum geologists
( much to th e rage of certain professor s) who
spoke on th e state school campus where I attended suggested with a smile that th e stud ent could
eith er accept th e field data or the geologic tim e
dating th eory -b eca use th e two did not even
remot ely agree . . . As th e field data keeps pouring it, it now seems necessa ry that we must
revise our th eories or produc e new ones. It even
may be found that God was right after all when
he said h e merely created th e heave ns and th e
earth rather than evolving them.
Broth er Buffaloe was quit e correct in saying
that "one must accept all of evolution or none."
He wa s also correct in saying that "far more
young people hav e lost faith over inflexibility
MISSION
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th an over evolution ." But I respectfully refuse
to buy thi s stat ement that "organic evolution is
overwhelmingly convincin g" for th e abov e reas ons
and many others too num ero us to mention . . .
Rath er th an teaching our young inflexibilit y we
rath er need to teac h th em th e cold hard facts
and respect their int elligence and freedom of
will to choose th e cour se, b ased upon a strong
biblical background, that will allow th em to
serve th eir God with peace of mind .
History may well prov e thi s entir e issue to
be inconseq uenti al, and I stron gly suspect th at
God may we ll view it thu sly since h e so nonchalantl y ignor es it in favor of a simpl e statement of th e facts of th e case. But this is littl e
consolation to many stud ent s who are un awa re
of th e facts and are b eing lit era lly tom apart
ment ally over this in th e spiritual controv ersy
raging within th em.
It may well b e also that I am compl etely
wrong and need to b e set strai ght in thi s matt er.
If so, I would appr eciate a reply eith er personal
or publi c, and I b elieve that th e pag es of thi s
magaz ine provid e an excellent ground for discussion of thi s and relat ed matt ers.
Philip R. Pott er
Sturgis, South D akota

The Second Law
Dea r Editors:
Roger F. And erson's lett er [Forum , May, 1969]
betrays a mi sund erstandin g of th e second law
of th ermodyna mics and its appli cations . The use
of th e second law as evidence for a temp ora l
b eginnin g of th e univ erse is questionable on
several grounds. For exampl e, the General Th eory
of Relativit y sugges ts th at th e entrop y ( "amount
of disorder") of th e univ erse could increase forever without "runnin g clown." In this case th e
seco nd law would not indicat e a temporal b eginning of th e univ erse ( Richard C. Tolman ,
Relativity, Th ermodynami cs, and Cosmology , p.
44 ).
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But wheth er or not thi s view prov es correct,
th e seco nd law cannot be used to disprove the
th eory of organic evolution . Th e articl e by
A. E. W. Smith, which Mr. And erson cites , errs
in two b asic points: ( 1) It confu ses th ermodynamic closur e of a system with "closure" to
life and · int elligence. Th e two are quite differ ent .
A system could be "closed " to life and int elligence and still be open in th e techni cal sense
of th ermodyna mics. Ord er does "a rise spontaneously from ch aos" eve ry day in such systems,
while an eq ual or greater amount of order is
degraded to chao s in th eir surroundings. ( 2)
Smith's articl e attribut es th e order in a fullgrown organism to the order originally contained
in th e genetic material of th e fertilized ovum.
But th e adult organism has a larg e numb er of
cells cont ainin g such genetic material, and th erefore it has many tim es mor e order than th e fertili zed ovum from which it grew , not to mention
th e addition al ord er of its own ph ysica l stru ctur e .
It is b eca use th e grow ing organism is an open
system th at th e seco nd law of th erm odynami cs
is not violated.
Mr. And erson correctly stresses th e point that
an externa l sour ce of energy is req uir ed . Th e
sun is an exampl e of such a sourc e, providing
energy for th e chemical chan ges that th e evolutionist b elieves gave rise to life and for variou s
other aspects of th e growth and developm ent
of livin g organisms . Th e question of th e origin
of th e sun lea ds ba ck to th e possible impli cations
of General Relativity not ed abov e. But in any
case, given th e · existence of th e solar system ,
th ere is no violation of th e second law involved
in th e th eory of th e spont aneous origin and
developm ent of life .
For an elab ora tion of th ese and relat ed point s,
refer ence may be had to my unpublish ed M.A.
th esis, "Th e Use of th e Second Law of Th ermodynami cs in Christi an Apolo getics" ( Abil ene
Chri stian College, 1968) .
David C . Foyt
Cambridge , Massa chus ett s
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